GUT FEEDING PASTA

INGREDIENTS
3/4 cup x raw macadamias-processed to look like breadcrumbs
3/4 cup x sourdough or panko breadcrumbs
1/4 cup x Kfibre (or just more breadcrumbs)
2/3 cup x Extra Virgin Olive Oil
1 x packet of legume or other spaghetti (around 300g)
(Using a legume or brown rice and quinoa pasta works well in this dish.)
2-3 cups x either kale or spinach leaves (roughly chopped) or the heads
of broccoli cut into small pieces
(Kale is good for this dish as it has structure and won't wilt too much
but if you don't like it them try another green veg.)
5 cloves of garlic sliced thinly or chopped up roughly
At least 1 cup of parmesan or your favourite tasty cheese
2 big lemons-you will need the rind and the juice

METHOD
1. Put the processed macadamias, breadcrumbs and all the olive oil
into a frypan and gently cook just until the macadamias start to
brown. Don't forget about them as this can happen quickly.
2. Once browned, strain off the oil (and keep it) then spread the
breadcrumb and macadamia mixture onto some paper towel to
drain and cool.
3. Cook all the pasta as recommended on the packet and drain it
once it is cooked but keep 1/2 cup of the liquid for later.
4. Next, use a tablespoon of the saved oil to cook the garlic just until
it becomes fragrant then add your greenery. Take off the heat once
the green veg starts to wilt.
5. Now, put it all together (except for the macadamia mix) with the
lemon rind, 2-3 tablespoons of lemon juice, parmesan cheese and
the rest of the leftover oil. You can add the oil bit by bit and just mix
it all through. You will also have the liquid from the pasta so use
that too if you need more moisture. When you've plated it up
sprinkle the macadamia and breadcrumb mix on top. Beautiful!
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